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Abstract 
Desharnais, J., A. Jaoua, F. Mih, N. Boudriga and A. Mili, A relational division operator: the 
conjugate kernel, Theoretical Computer Science 114 (1993) 247-272. 
We discuss a binary operator on relations which has division like properties. We review the 
mathematical properties of this operator and then investigate its relevance to program construction. 
1. Introduction 
We have identified a binary operator on relations, which we have found to have 
theoreticai, as well as practical interest. Its theoretical interest stems from its division- 
like properties: it behaves as an inverse of the relational product operator. As for its 
practical interest, it stems from the large number of concepts to which it proves to be 
related. We mention among them: Hoare’s weakest prespecijication and weakest 
postspecification [12, 131; Josephs’ weakest prespecification and weakest postspeci$ca- 
tion [16]; Dijkstra’s weakest precondition [lo] and its relational interpretation by 
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Schmidt [22] and Schmidt and Strijhlein [23]; as well as a number of program 
construction operators we have encountered in our previous work [18, 201. This 
operator, which we call the conjugute kernel, is the subject of this paper. In Section 
2 we introduce some definitions and notations pertaining to relational algebras. In 
Section 3 we give the definition of conjuyate kernel, and discuss its main mathematical 
properties. In Sections 4 and 5 we investigate the pertinence of this operator with 
respect to the problems of (respectively) weakest prespecijication and weakest post- 
specijication. Section 6 highlights the relevance of the conjugate kernel operator to 
Dijkstra’s weakest precondition. Section 7 discusses the connection between the 
conjugate kernel operator and the notion of program correctness. In Section 8 we 
discuss the use of conjugate kernels in program construction, as highlighted by some 
of our recent work. Finally, in Section 9 we summarize our results, and compare them 
with other studies of division-like operators for binary relations. 
2. Mathematical background 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of the algebra of relations (see, 
e.g., [7, 23, 241); we will, however, present a quick review, some elements of notation 
specific to this paper, as well as some original definitions. 
2.1. Sets, states and spuces 
A space is defined whenever we have given a finite Cartesian product of nonempty 
sets, such that each factor of the product is identified by a variable name. Given 
a space S, we let a state be an arbitrary element of S; ifs is a state and x is a variable 
name identifying a Cartesian component of the space, then we let X(S) denote the value 
of the x-component of s. 
As an example, let S = N x Z, where x identifies the first component and y identifies 
the second component of S. The pair (3, - 1) is a state, which we denote by s, and we 
have x(s)=3 and y(s)= - 1. 
2.2. Relation algebras 
Homogeneous relation algebras have been presented first in [24]; their axiomatiz- 
ation is due to [7]. The following definition of heterogeneous relation algebras is 
taken from [4, 22, 231. 
Definition 2.1. A relution algebra is a structure (8, v, n, - , * , ‘) over a nonempty 
set 9 of elements, called relations. The following conditions are satisfied. 
(I) Every relation R belongs to a subset .IAR of .# such that (W,, u, n, - ) is 
a complete atomistic Boolean algebra, with null element @ and uniaersal element L. 
The elements of .JRR are ordered by inclusion, denoted by c 
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(2) For every relation R, there exists a converse relation R (we will write (R)^rather 
than (@ for parenthesized expressions). 
(3) Given two relations Q, R belonging to suitable Boolean algebras 9?‘Q and gR, 
respectively, an associative composition Q 0 R is defined. There exist right and left 
identities for every set .%?R of relations. The existence of a composition Q 0 R implies 
that PO R is defined for all relations PE~?~. Moreover, the compositions R 0 R and 
R 0 i? are always defined. 
(4) The Schroder rule P 0 Q c R o @ 0 R G 0 tj iT 0 & c p holds whenever one of 
the three expressions is defined. 
(5) L 0 Ro L = L holds for every R # 8 (Tarski rule). 
For simplicity, the universal, null, and identity elements are all denoted by L, 0, I 
(respectively). Further, we let the domain and range of a relation R be denoted, 
respectively, by dam(R) and range(R), and defined by R 0 L and L 0 R. 
The precedence of the relational operators, from highest to lowest, is the following: 
- and ^ bind highest, followed by 0 , followed by n and finally, by u. Henceforth, the 
composition operator symbol 0 may be omitted (that is, we write QR for Q 0 R).’ From 
the above definition, the usual rules of the calculus of relations can be derived (see, e.g., 
[7, 8, 231). What follows is a collection of those rules that will be useful later in this 
paper. 
(a) 0~=~0=0, 
(b) QcR =s PQrPR, 
QcR =c- QPGRP, 
(4 P(QnR)cPQnPR, 
(PnQ)RsPRnQR, 
(4 P(QuR)=PQuPR, 
(PuQ)R=PRuQR, 
(4 :=R, 
(f) (QR j=r?Q^, 
’ We take the usual interpretation of relation algebra, where a R on S is a subset S 
l Q~R={(s,s’)~3t:(s,t)~Q~(t,s’)~R}, 
. R^={(s,s’)l(s’,s)~R}, 
. i?={(s,s’)l~(s,s’)~R}, 
l QuR={(s,s’)((s,s’)~Q v (s,s’)~R}, 
. QnR={(s,s’)l(s,s’)~Q /\(s,s’)~R}. 
However, all the forthcoming proofs will be done in the algebraic framework and, thus, the results of this 
paper are valid in any relation algebra. 
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(QuR)-=&r?, 
(QnR)-=&~a, 
I =I: 
(PnQL)R=PRnQL, 
P(QnLR)=PQnLR, 
(PnLQ^)R=P(RnQL), 
LL=L, 
InLR=lni?R, 
InRL=lnRi?, 
PQnR_c(PnRo)(QnP^R), 
i=i, 
RL=RLL. 
In the sequel, laws (k), (m) and (n) will be referred to as restriction identities, diagonal 
identities and Dedekind’s identity, respectively. 
2.3. Properties of’ relations 
We now give a definition of various properties of relations. 
Definition 2.2. A relation R is said to be deterministic iff RR c I. A relation R is said to 
be total iff I G RR (equivalently, L = RL). A relation R is said to be injective iff Rk c 1. 
A relation R is said to be surjective iff I c kR (equivalently, LR = L). 
Definition 2.3. A relation R is said to be less dejned than a relation Q (denoted by 
RGQ) if and only if 
RL G QL, 
QnRLsR. 
It is easy to show that < is a partial ordering. When R is less defined than Q, we may 
also say that Q is more de$ned than R. This property takes on a simple form under two 
special conditions, which we discuss in turn. If Q and R are total (or, more generally, 
have the same domain), then R <Q if and only if Q C_ R. If Q and R are deterministic 
then R d Q if and only if R c Q. 
Definition 2.4. A relation Q is said to be regular relutively to relation R if and only if 
R = ROQ. A relation R is said to be regular if and only if it is regular relatively to itself, 
i.e., R = Rl?R. 
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Regular relations are defined and discussed in [14]; regularity was known to Riguet 
[21] under the (French) name difonctionnelle and to Schmidt and Strohlein [23] under 
the derived (German) name difunktional. 
Definition 2.5. A relation R is said to be rectangular if and only if it satisfies RLR = R. 
Special cases of rectangular relations are vectors: A left vector is a relation R such 
that R = RL and a right vector is a relation such that LR = R;2 we leave it to the reader 
to check that vectors are rectangular. 
3. The conjugate kernel: definition and properties 
Definition 3.1. The conjugate kernel of relations R and Q is denoted by K(R, Q) and 
defined by ti(R, Q)= RQn LQ^. 
A set-theoretic interpretation of this definition is ti(R, Q) = {(s, s’) 10 # s’. Q G s. R}, 
where s.R, for an element s of S and a relation R on S, is defined by s.R= 
{s’l(s, s’)ER}. 
The equivalence of these two definitions is proved below. 
(s, s’)~x(R, Q) 
o s’.Q c s.R A s’Edom(Q) 
o (Vs” : (s’, s”)EQ + (s, .~“)RR) A (3s”: (s’, s”)EQ) 
o (V’s”: 1 (s’, s”)EQ v (s, s”)ER) A (3s”: (s, s”)EL A (s’, s”)EQ) 
o (1 3s”: (s’, s”)EQ A 1 (s, s”)ER) A (3s”: (s, s”)cL A (s”, S’)E& 
0 (1 3s”: (S”, S’)EQ^ A (S, S”)ER) A (S, S’)E@ 
0 1 (s, S’)ERQ A (s, SI)ELQ^ 
o (s,s’)~RQnLa. 
Below are some identities involving the conjugate kernel, as applied to relational 
constants. 
Proposition 3.2. For any relations P, Q and R, 
ti(R, 8)=8, ~(0, R)=fl, 
K(R, L)=RL, ti(R, I)=R, 
41, R)=&-R), ti(L, R)=Li?, 
we have 
K(R, Q)Q G K ~(f’> Q)K(Q, R)G K(p, R), 
2 In the usual interpretation of relational algebra, a left vector (right vector) is of the form A x S (S x A); 
by abuse of notation, vectors are sometimes confused with the set A that characterizes them. 
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where up(R) represents the univalent part3 ofrelation 
of R which is deterministic. 
R, i.e. the largest prerestriction4 
Proof. All the identities but the last one are trivial, as they stem directly from the 
definition of the conjugate kernel. We content ourselves with presenting the proof of 
the last identity. Using Schroder’s identity twice, we get the following lemma: 
ti(P, Q)ti(Q, R)=(PQ^nLQ^)(QR^nL@ 
E: P&Q&T Lt?) 
=PQQl?nLl? (restriction identity) 
sPl?nLl? (lemma above) 
=x(P,R). U 
whence, 
Because the expression for K(R, Q) is rather unwieldy, we attempt to approximate it 
with a simpler expression. This is provided by the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. For any relations R and Q, the conjugate kernel of R and Q is included 
in RQ^. 
Proof. 
ti(R, Q)=@nLo 
=i@n(Rui?)(2 
=i?on(RouRQ^) 
(distributivity, and the law RQ^n RQ^=@) 
The reader will have no difficulty relating to this approximation of ti(R, Q) by RQ^. It 
is natural to think of the division of R by Q as the product of R by the inverse of Q. The 
conjugate kernel of R and Q is equal to RQ^ under a specific condition, that the 
following proposition elucidates. 
3 This notion, as well as its name, are due to [4]. 
4A relation R’ is said to be a prerestriction of a relation R if and only if there exists I’ L I such that 
R’= I’R. 
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Proposition 3.4. Let Q and R be relations. Then 
rc(R, Q)=RQ^ 0 RQ^Q E R. 
Proof. The inclusion K(R, Q) E RQ^ holds by Proposition 3.3. Hence, we have to show 
that 
RQ^ G K(R, Q) - RQ^Q c R. 
RQ^ c K(R, Q) o RQ^ G RQ^n Lo (by definition of rc(R, Q)) 
- RQ^sRQ^ (because RQ^ c LQ^) 
o i?Q^cRQ^ (complementing both sides) 
o RQ^QsR (by Schroder’s rule) 0 
The following corollary considers the case that Q is deterministic. 
Corollary 3.5. If Q is deterministic then K(R, Q)= RQ^. 
Proof. Because Q is deterministic, QQ E I; hence, RQ^Q G R. The result follows from 
the above proposition. 
4. The weakest prespecification, revisited 
4.1. Position of the problem 
We consider, as an illustrative example, the following Pascal-like declarations: 
x : natural; 
y : integer. 
We make the following interpretations: the type natural is interpreted by the set N of 
all the natural numbers (rather than solely computer-representable naturals) and the 
type integer is interpreted by Z. The aggregate of the two declarations is interpreted by 
the space S=N x Z, where x identifies the first Cartesian component of S and 
y identifies the second component. 
We let a program be a Pascal compound statement, i.e. a list of Pascal statements 
possibly embedded within begin and end, excluding input and output statements. Let 
P be a program that manipulates variables declared as above, and let S be the space 
defined by its variable declarations. We interpret program P by the relation on 
S denoted by [P] and defined by 
[P] = {(s, s’)l if execution of P starts in state s then it terminates 
normally in state s’}, 
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where to terminate normally means to terminate execution after a finite number of 
steps, without causing such exceptional conditions as overflow, illegal operations, etc. 
A specijcation on space S is defined to be a relation on S. We mention without 
justification that R6Q can be interpreted as: R is a weaker, more general, specifica- 
tion than Q. 
Let P be a program on space S and let R be a specification on S. We say that P is 
correct with respect to R if and only if R is less defined than [P]. We then say also that 
P satisfies R. 
Let R be a specification for which we seek a correct program, and let us assume that 
a program P we propose has the form 
P=beginx;q end 
where the program q satisfies a given specification, say Q. We are interested in 
computing a specification X for program x in such a way that P be correct with 
respect to R. This amounts to decomposing R by the sequence rule into the product of 
X by Q; according to 1173, the decomposition by this rule is subject to the following 
equations: 
XQ=R, 
Any solution X to this set of (in) equations is correctness-preserving.5 However, from 
a program construction standpoint, not all feasible solutions are equally desirable: 
rather, one seeks to determine the most general (i.e. least defined) solution to this 
system of equations. 
This problem, which we call the strict weakest prespeci$cation problem (following 
[12]), can be formulated as follows. 
Definition 4.1 [The strict weakest prespecijication problem (swp)]. Given specifica- 
tions R and Q, find a least defined specification X such that 
XQ=R, 
Following standard optimization vocabulary, we will call feasible solution any 
relation X that satisfies both of these equations simultaneously, and we will call 
optimal solution any relation X that is feasible and is minimal with respect to the 
ordering less dejined. 
We have a preliminary result. 
‘In the sense that whenever a program Y is found to be correct with respect to X, we know that P is 
correct with respect to R. 
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Proposition 4.2. rc(R, Q) is the largest solution, with respect to E, of the system 
XQGR, 
XCLQ^. 
Proof. From the first inclusion and Schroder’s rule, we have 
Using the second inclusion, we get 
XdQ^nLo=ti(R,Q). 0 
4.2. The general weakest prespedfication 
From a correctness preservation viewpoint, it is not necessary that R be exactly 
equal to the product XQ; rather, it suffices that R be less defined than XQ. Also, the 
condition X E Lo can be replaced by the weaker condition 2XQL c QL, which is 
sufficient to ensure the monotonicity of the composition XQ with respect to the 
ordering 6. The latter condition is weaker than the former, since 
XZLQ 0 ~GQL=*XQLGQLXQLGQL. 
By virtue of this remark, we can trade our original weakest prespecification problem 
for a more general problem, which we formulate as follows. 
Definition 4.3 [The general weakest prespecijcation problem (gwp)]. Given relations 
R and Q, find relation X such that 
R<XQ, 
dXQL G QL. 
We have the following result. 
Theorem 4.4. If there exists a feasible solution to gwp, then 
(a) K(R, Q) isfeasible 
(b) K(R, Q) is optimal. 
Proof. Let x be a solution to gwp. Using the definition of 6, this means that the 
hypotheses are 
(1) RL c xQL, 
(2) xQnRL&R, 
(3) ~xQL c QL. 
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We first note that, by a restriction identity and Schriider’s rule, (2) is equivalent to 
(4) pRLdQ^. 
This result will be used in the proof of both (a) and (b). 
Proof of (a). To show that K( R, Q) is a solution, we have to prove that (again using the 
definition of <) 
(5) RLc k.(R,Q)QL, 
(6) x(R,Q)QnRLsR, 
(7) ti(R,Q)-JC(R,Q)QLGQL. 
The proof of (5) is as follows: 
RL=RLnxQL (by (1)) 
=(XnRL)QL (restriction identity) 
G i@QL (by (4)) 
=(RonLQ^)QL (restriction identity) 
= k.(R Q)QL (definition of ti(R, Q). 
Clause (6) follows from Proposition 3.2. As for (7) it is proved as follows: 
ti(R,Q)^ti(R,Q)QL=(QknQL)(RQnLo)QL&QLLQ^QLcQL. 
Proof of (b). We have to show that K(R, Q)<x, i.e., 
(8) k.(R,Q)LsxL, 
(9) xnti(R,Q)L&rc(R,Q). 
By Proposition 3.3, K(R, Q) E RQ^ c RL; hence, using hypothesis (I), 
~.(R,Q)LGRLLGRLcxQLcxL; 
this proves (8). The proof of (9) follows 
xnx(R Q)L 
c;lnRL - 
Gi?Q^nxn7;CQL 
~R~n(xnz-G?)(QLnixI) 
5 IzQ^nLQ^ix 
d@iTLQ 
=x(R,Q). 0 
(by Proposition 3.3, rc(R, Q) c RL) 
(by (1) and (4)) 
(by Dedekind’s rule) 
(since xLQ^c LQ) 
(by (3)) 
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The interest of this theorem is contingent upon the existence of a feasible solution to 
system gwp. The following proposition provides a necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of such a solution. 
Proposition 4.5. System gwp has a feasible solution ifSthe domain of R is included in the 
domain of K(R, Q). 
Proof. The solution that we propose is nothing but K(R, Q) itself. Hence, we must 
prove that 
RL c_ ti(R, Q)L o K(R, Q)^K(R, Q)QL G QL A R<K(R, Q)Q, 
i.e., using the definition of 6, 
RL c K(R, Q)L o ti(R, Q)^K(R, Q)QL c QL 
A K(R, Q)QnRL G R A RL c K(R, Q)QL. 
Now, K(R, Q)^K(R, Q)QL G QL holds (see the proof of (7) in Theorem 4.4). Also, 
K(R, Q)Q n RL E R holds because K(R, Q)Q G R (Proposition 3.2). Hence, we have to 
show that 
RL c K(R, Q)L - RL c K(R, Q)QL. 
The proof is simply 
RL G K(R, Q)L 
o RL G (ti(R, Q)nLQ)L (because K(R, Q) E LQ) 
o RL E K(R, Q)QL (restriction identity). 0 
4.3. The strict weakest prespecijication 
We now consider again the strict weakest prespecification problem. Because of 
Proposition 4.2, we immediately note that any solution to swp will be included in 
K(R, Q). Next, using the fact that swp is a specialization of system gwp, we prove the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 4.6. If there exists a feasible solution to 
XQ=R, 
XGLQ, 
then K(R, Q) is feasible and optimal. 
Proof. Let x be a feasible solution of swp. Then x is a feasible solution of gwp, since 
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R=XQ~RdXQandXcL~=>~XQLcQL.ByTheorem4.4,wehaveK(R,Q)~X. 
But 
K(R, Q)Gx 
* Xnti(R, Q)LGK(R, Q) (by definition of <) 
= (znK(R, Q)L)Q s k-CR, Q)Q 
* xQndR> QW c K(R, Q)Q (restriction identity) 
o Rnti(R, Q)LE ti(R, Q)Q (x solves swp) 
o RnRL g ti(R, Q)Q (x solves gwp, Propositions 4.5 and 
3.3 imply rc(R, Q)L=RL) 
o ti(R, Q)Q=R (Proposition 3.2). 
Hence, ti(R, Q) is also a solution to swp, and it is the least defined, since 
K(R, Q)Gx. 0 
As a consequence of this theorem, it appears that the most reasonable course of 
action in practice, when faced with a weakest prespecification problem, is to check 
whether K(R, Q) is a feasible solution. If it is, we know it to be optimal, and to be the 
only optimal solution. 
Remark. Clearly, solutions do not exist for any relations R and Q; consider, for 
example, the case when Q is empty. Note that a necessary condition for the existence 
of solutions is that the range of R be included in the range of Q. This condition is not 
sufficient, as the example below illustrates. We let S be defined by S = (0, l}, and we let 
R and Q be defined by 
R= ((1, 1X (0, O)}, 
Q=((L 1),U,O),(O,O)). 
Clearly, LR 5 LQ, i.e., the range of R is included in the range of Q. Yet, neither R = XQ 
nor R d XQ have a solution. Indeed, we find that K(R, Q)= { (0, 0)} and 
K(R, Q)Q = ((0, O)}, which is not more defined than R. 
We now study sufficient conditions under which system swp has feasible solutions. 
We have the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.7. Given relations R and Q, [f Q is regular relatively to R, then the system 
XQ=R, 
XzLQ^ 
has a solution. 
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Proof. If Q is regular relatively to R, then R = RQQ. Hence, a possible solution of the 
equation R=XQ is X=RQ. On the other hand, we have, trivially, RQ s LQ. 0 
At the same time as it establishes the existence of a feasible solution, the proof of this 
proposition proposes one. The question that comes to mind is then: Is this solution 
optimal? The proposition below provides the key to a positive answer. 
Proposition 4.8. Given two relations R and Q, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) RQ=ti(R, Q) A LR G LQ, 
(2) Q is regular relatively to R. 
Proof. We must show that 
RQ=tc(R,Q) A LRsLQ o RQQ=R. 
By Proposition 3.4, RQ = ti(R, Q) o RQQ s R. Hence, it suffices to prove that 
LRzLQ o Rc_RQQ. 
We first prove that LR G LQ Z-R C_ RQQ. 
R=RnLR 
= R (I n LR) (restriction identity) 
GR(I~LQ) (because LR c LQ) 
= R(Z n QQ) (diagonal identity) 
sRQQ. 
Now, we prove the converse logical implication. 
Rc_RQQ = LRcLRQQ - LRGLQ. 0 
Interestingly, this result is a generalization of an earlier result of ours [14], which 
provides that if R is regular (i.e., is regular relatively to itself) then its self-kernel 
tc(R, R) is equal to RR. 
We have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9. Given relations R and Q such that Q is regular relatively to R. The system 
of equations in X dejined by 
XQ=R, 
XZLQ 
has a least dejined solution, which is X=RQ. 
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Proof. We have shown in Theorem 4.6 that if ti(R, Q) is a feasible solution then it is 
optimal. Propositions 4.7 and 4.8 provide that under the hypotheses of this theorem, 
K(R, Q) is a feasible solution, and equals RQ^. 0 
This theorem becomes more useful when we have means to check that a relation 
Q is regular relatively to R, that are more convenient than the definition RQ^Q = R. We 
give below a number of sufficient conditions for relative regularity; because their 
proofs are trivial, we omit them. 
(1) If R is rectangular and LR = LQ then Q is regular relatively to R. 
(2) If Q is deterministic and LR G LQ then Q is regular relatively to R. 
(3) If Q is symmetric (i.e., Q = Q) and RQ = R then Q is regular relatively to R. 
(4) If R is regular and QQ = l?R then Q is regular relatively to R. 
(5) If Q is regular relatively to R2 then Q is regular relatively to RIRz. 
(6) If Q is regular relatively to RI and relatively to R2 then Q is regular relatively to 
R, uR,. 
(7) If Q is regular relatively to RI and relatively to R2 then Q is regular relatively to 
R,nR,. 
Josephs [16] introduces a binary operation on relations, which he denotes (sugges- 
tively enough) as Q\R, calls the weakest prcsprcijcation, and defines by the formula 
Q\R={(sJ’)~~‘.Q#~A~‘.Q~s.R~ 
This is clearly nothing but ti(R, Q). Josephs inti?drlce ; this operation for the purpose 
of defining the weakest precondition semantics of sequential composition. He does 
mention, to justify the name given to his operation, that 
it provides the weakest (most general) solution, if one exists, to the problem 
of finding X such that R<X;S. 
Josephs defines the sequential composition of relations Q and R as 
Q;R={(s,s’)(s.Q~dom(R)r\ (s,s’)EQR}. 
We leave it to the reader to check that, with this definition, Joseph’s formulation of the 
weakest prespecification problem is equivalent to our general weakest prespeci$cation 
problem. 
5. The weakest postspecification, revisited 
The problem that we address here is dual to that which we addressed in the 
previous section: we are given specifications R and Q, and we must determine a least 
defined specification X such that the pair (Q, X) defines a sequence decomposition of 
specification R. Using the sequence decomposition rule [17] (which we rewrite in 
relational terms), we get the following definition of the weakest postspecijcation 
problem. 
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Definition 5.1 [The strict weakest postspecijcation problem (swpost)]. Given specifica- 
tions R and Q, find a least defined specification X such that 
QX=R, 
&XL. 
Seeking a least defined relation X that satisfies system swpost, we claim the 
following proposition. 
def 
Proposition 5.2. If system swpost admits a feasible solution, then 5 = (K(R^, Q^))^ is 
feasible and optimal. 
Proof. We prove, in turn, that 5 is feasible, and then that it is optimal. 
Feasibility. Using the algebraic definition of conjugate kernels, we determine that 
t can be written as 
(K(R^,Q^))^=(~~nL~)^=Q^RnQ^~. 
Let there be a feasible solution, say x. Then 
Qx=R, 
&XL. 
We must prove that 5 is also a feasible solution, i.e., 
Qt=R, 
&<L. 
We prove, in turn, the two conditions. We have, by Schriider’s rule, 
Qt=Q(oRnQ^L) c QQ^R c R. 
Thereverse inclusion is proved as follows. From Qx E R and Schroder’s rule, we have 
x z QR, from which, 
RcQx 
GQ@? 
cQ&?nL 
G (QnL(oR)^)(Q^R nQ^L) (by Dedekind’s rule) 
z Q(Q^l?nQ^L) 
=Q<. 
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^_ 
By the feasibility of x, Q E ): L c Q R L. Whence we deduce, by a restriction identity, 
that 
Hence, 5 is feasible. 
Optimality. Let x be a feasible solution to the weakest postspecification problem. 
We must show that < is less defined than 1. We prove, in turn, the two clauses of this 
result. 
~L=(Q^RnQL)L 
GQ^L 
GXL (since QE xLoQ^LcxL), 
I'LnpQLq (formula of 0 
coLnQ^i? (feasibility of x) 
=ic (formula of 5). 0 
In the light of this proposition, the most reasonable course of action consists in 
checking whether < is feasible; if it is, then we adopt it as the optimal solution. 
Josephs [16] introduces a binary operation on relations under the name weakest 
postspecijication. It is said about this operation that it enables us to solve the 
inequation R<Q;X for X. The component-free expression of Joseph’s formula is 
(RLnQ)-Ln(RLnQ)-t?, 
which we rewrite, using conjugate kernels, as 
Josephs’ formula differs from ours in that it divides l? by (RL n Q)-rather than Q; this 
difference can be traced to the difference in problems addressed: while we solve the 
strict weakest postspecification problem, Josephs solves the general weakest post- 
specification problem (R d Q; X ). 
6. The weakest precondition, revisited 
Given a program P on space S and a subset A of S, Dijkstra [lo] defines the weakest 
precondition of A by P as the set of all the states for which P always terminates, in 
a final state that belongs to A. 
Schmidt et al. [22, 231 give a relational representation of weakest preconditions by 
left vectors. Schmidt et al. represent subset A by the vector a = A x S and represent 
program P by a binary relation on S (namely, the relation that the program defines 
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-wJ(P, a)- W 
1 
-P- I A 
-a- 
Fig. 1. The weakest precondition as a conjugate kernel. 
from initial states to final states); then they define the weakest precondition of A by 
P as the (left) vector whose formula is given by 
wp(P, a)=PanPL.6 
This relation is indeed a vector, as the intersection of two vectors [law (p) provides 
that the complement of a vector is a vector]. Its formula can be interpreted as follows. 
In order to be in wp (P, a), the pair (s, s’) must satisfy the following condition (imposed 
on s alone, as befits a vector): P must terminate normally when started in s; and the 
final state delivered by the execution of P on s must not fall outside A. 
A simple formal manipulation on the formula of weakest precondition yields that 
wp can be written in terms of conjugate kernels, as follows: 
wp(P, a)=ti(b, P)Y 
This equation can be interpreted as follows: C? is a relation of the form S x A; the 
conjugate kernel (i.e., relational division) of this relation by P yields a relation of the 
form S x W, where W is the set of states that P maps into A; the inverse of this 
conjugate kernel is the vector wp (P, a). 
wp( P, a) is the left vector W x S; its inverse is the right vector S x W [see Fig. l)]. 
This relation can be obtained as the product of B with the inverse of P. Under the 
conditions at hand (C; is a right vector, hence rectangular), the product of 6 with the 
inverse of P is the conjugate kernel of ci and P. 
Josephs [16] introduces a version of the weakest precondition operator. It has the 
following characteristics: 
l both arguments of the operation are binary relations, 
6 This formula holds when P is a single-step program [22,23], i.e., a simple assignment statement or a test. 
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l the first argument represents the program, 
l the second argument represents the specification, 
l the result is a set. 
The formula of Josephs’ operation is the following: 
wp(P,R)={sls.P#@ A s.Pss.R}. 
Clearly, this operator differs in many ways, both from Dijkstra’s original definition, 
and from the interpretation Schmidt and we have taken. Josephs equates his definition 
of weakest precondition with that of his weakest prespecification by means of a simple 
formula 
wp(P, R)=dom(ln(P\\R)). 
Josephs’ formula is more general than ours, modulo the differences in notation; it 
matches it when R is the inverse of a vector. 
7. Conjugate kernels and program correctness 
Because of its role in solving the weakest prespecification (and postspecification) 
problem, the kernel is sure to play an important role in the definition of program 
correctness as well, because of the following argument: When the division of relation 
R by relation Q delivers a relation that is equal to or is less defined than the identity 
relation and hence, can be satisfied by the empty program, then specification R is less 
defined than specification Q. The propositions we present in this section illustrate this 
role. 
Proposition 7.1. Let Q und R be relations. Then R <Q o InRL c ti(R, Q). 
Proof. By definition of the less defined ordering and the conjugate kernel, we must 
show that 
RLcQL A QnRLsR o InRLct@nL@ 
We will show, in turn, that 
RLcQL o InRLcLQ^ 
and 
QnRLsR o InRLci?Q^ 
Firstly, 
RLcQL 
Z. InRLsQL 
o (InRL)-G (QL)- 
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o InRLzLCj (because PzI=z-P=P^) 
o (InRLj-G (QL)^ 
o InRLcQL 
=s (I~RL)LGQLL 
* RLzQL (because (In RL) L = RL (restriction identity) 
and QLL c QL). 
Secondly, 
QnRLsR 
o (ZnRL)Q c R (restriction identity) 
o i?Q^cInRL (by the Schriider rule) 
o In RL c i?G (complementing both sides). q 
Corollary 1.2. Let Q and R be relations. Then R 6 Q 3 RL= K(R, Q) L. 
Proof. Using the result of Proposition 7.1 and a restriction identity, we get 
R<Q o InRLGk.(R,Q) =S (ZnRL)LGrc(R,Q)L 
o LnRLsK(R,Q)L 0 RLsK(R,Q)L. 
The reverse inclusion follows from Proposition 3.3: 
K(R,Q)LGR~LERLL~RL. 0 
Corollary 1.3. Let Q and R be relations. Then R < Q o K(R, Q) < I A RL E K (R, Q) L. 
Proof. In the * direction, we note that the condition K(R, Q)L G IL is trivially 
satisfied and that RL G K (R, Q) L follows from Corollary 7.2. It remains to prove that 
R<Q implies Inic(R, Q)L c K(R, Q): 
InK(R, Q)L 
= I n RL (by Corollary 7.2) 
E K(R, Q) (by Proposition 7.1). 
In the other direction, assume that K(R, Q)< I A RL E K(R, Q)L. Then we have 
I~RLEI~K(R,Q)LGK(R,Q) 
o R < Q (by Proposition 7.1). 0 
We interpret this theorem in informal terms. If we overlook the condition 
RL=rc(R, Q)L (which, according to Proposition 4.5, provides for the existence of 
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a solution to the general weakest prespecification problem), this theorem establishes 
the equivalence between two key ideas: the idea that R is less defined than Q on one 
hand; and the idea that K(R, Q) is less defined than I on the other hand. Indeed, if R is 
already less defined than Q, then it suffices to apply the identity relation upstream of 
Q to satisfy the requirements of R. In programming terms, this amounts to doing 
nothing (as the identity is the function computed by Pascal’s empty program). 
8. Applications to programming 
Because of its role in the resolution of the weakest prespecification problem, the 
conjugate kernel can be used widely in the stepwise construction of programs. We 
take a close look at this matter in this section. 
8.1. Initiali-_ution cf hhilc loops 
In our previous work [18, 201, we have given heuristics for the decomposition of 
a specification of an initialized loop, i.e., a program of the form: 
begin init; while t do b end, 
into the specifications of its initialization segment init and the specification of its while 
loop, while t do b. If we let J be the specification of the initialization segment, W the 
specification of the while loop, and R the specification of the whole program, then this 
step amounts to the decomposition of R as the product J W. Furthermore, we have 
found in [ 18, 201 that it is possible to derive W from R in a quasi-constructive fashion 
and then to derive J from Wand R. It appears from the results of the present paper 
that J can be derived from R and W using the conjugate kernel operator. A question 
that this raises immediately is that of elucidating the relationship between our 
traditional [18, 201 formula of J and the one proposed by the conjugate kernel. 
Preliminary investigations of this matter have not led to any tangible result. We 
content ourselves in this section with showing how the conjugate kernel addresses the 
initialization problem, and how it derives solutions to it. We will do so on the basis of 
illustrative examples. The four examples that follow present four different situations: 
(1) R@W= R and W total, 
(2) Rk’W= R and W partial, 
(3) Rk@W#R,ti(R, W)#Rl%‘and~(R, W)W=R, 
(4) RcW# R,x(R, W)=R@and R<RkW. 
Example 8.1. Let the specification be 
R={(.s,s’)lc(s’)=a(,s)b(s)j, 
on the space S defined by the declaration a, b, c:natural. We choose 
W=j(s, s’)(c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)} 
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and prove that Rk@W= R (i.e., that W is regular relatively to R): 
R~W={(s,s’))c(s’)=a(s)b(s)}~{(s,s’)~c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)}~ 
o((s, s’)IC(S’)=C(S)+a(s)b(s)) 
={(S,S’)/C(S’)=a(s)b(s)}~{(s,s’)~c(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)} 
“((S, s’)(c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)} 
=j(S,S’)~C(S’)=LI(S)b(S)}~{(S,S’)~c(S’)=C(S)} 
=((s, s’)(c(s’)=a(s)b(s)} 
=R. 
Hence, 
R~={(s,s’)(c(s’)=a(s)b(s)}~~(s,s’)/c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)}~ 
=((S,S’)IC(S’)=a(s)b(s)}~{(s,s’)~c(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)} 
={(s, S’)(a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)) 
is the specification of the initialization segment (Theorem 4.9). 
For the remaining three examples, we wi!l omit most of the computations, to 
concentrate primarily on the results, and the pertaining discussions. 
Example 8.2. The space S of the specification is defined by the declaration 
a, b, c:integer and the relation is the following: 
R={(s,s’)lc(s’)=a(s)b(s)}. 
We know how to refine a similar specification when b(s) is nonnegative (see the 
previous example); this is why we choose 
W={(s,s’)lb(s)>O A c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)}, 
which is a partial relation. We leave it to the reader to prove that RlkW= R. This 
means that W is regular relatively to R, so that R6’ is the specification of the 
initialization segment (Theorem 4.9). A simple computation yields the following result: 
R%‘={(s, s’)(b(s’)>,O A a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)}. 
From this we can derive the following initialization segment: 
c:=O; if b<O then begin a:= -a; b:= -b end. 
Example 8.3. The specification is the same as in the previous example. We choose 
W={(s,s’)Ib(s)<O v b(s)>0 A c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)}. 
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This W is quite similar to the one in the previous example; the difference is that here 
a result must be produced when b(s) < 0 (though it can be anything). We let the reader 
check that @W= L. Because R is total, this result implies that 
R@W=RL=L#R 
We do not even have R @W s R, so that Proposition 3.4 cannot be applied. Hence, we 
have to compute K(R, W) from its formula. We leave it to the reader to check that this 
yields 
K(R, W)={(s, s’)Jb(s’)BO A a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)}. 
Note that this is the same kernel as we found in the previous example (where it was 
equal to RF@). We must verify that R d ti(R, W) W. By Theorem 4.5, it suffices to show 
that RL E ti(R, W)L. This is the case, since ti(R, W) is total. Hence, the choice of 
W was appropriate, and K(R, W) is the corresponding specification for the initializa- 
tion segment. Since this is the same specification as in the previous example, it could 
be refined in the same manner. It is a simple exercise to show that K(R, W) W= R. On 
the other hand, 
R6’={(s,s’)Ib(s’)<O v b(d)>0 A a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’)} # K(R, W). 
Example 8.4. We now give an example where K(R, W)= R 6’ and R <R 6’W, yet 
R@W # R. The relation of the specification is 
R={(s,s’)lc(s’)=a(s)b(s)}, 
on the space defined by the declaration a, b, c:natural. We choose 
W={(s, s’)lb(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(S) A c(d)=c(.$+a(s)b(s)} 
and derive R@‘: 
Using this result, it is easy to determine that R@W is a proper subset of R. Because 
R@WG R, it follows from Proposition 3.4 that K(R, W)= R I@, so that RF? is the 
weakest prespecification that we are looking for. It is a total relation; consequently, by 
Proposition 4.5, R is less defined than K(R, W) W (i.e., R 6’W). This means that our 
decomposition of R is correct. The specification of the initialization segment K(R, W) 
can be refined to yield the initialization c:=O. 
The condition that is missing here for W to be regular relatively to R is simply 
LR G L W (see Proposition 4.8); indeed, range(R)= L, whereas range(W)= 
{(s, s’)/b(s’)=c(s’)j. S o, we have ti(R, W) W strictly included in R. By Theorem 4.4, 
K(R, W) is the solution to R <X W that brings X W closest to R (with respect to the 
< ordering). Hence, this example illustrates that given R and W, there can be 
a solution to R <X W, X G L I@ when there is none to X W= R, X c Llk 
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8.2. Composing a loop body 
In this section we show another aspect of the use of conjugate kernels for the 
purpose of program construction: Given a loop body specification, say B, we wish to 
construct a correct loop body by consecutive divisions, until we find the identity 
relation (or an appropriate subset thereof) to be more defined than the current 
relation, at which time we stop; we are then given a correct loop body. We content 
ourselves in this section with illustrating this process with a simple example. 
Example 8.1. Recall that the specification of the first example of the previous sub- 
section was 
R={(s, s’)/c(s’)=a(s)b(s)}, 
where a, 6, c are variables of type natural. We had chosen 
W={(s,s’)Ic(s’)=c(s)+a(s)b(s)} 
as the specification of a while program. An application to W of the heuristics 
presented in [18, 201 would lead to the following specification for the loop body: 
B={(s,s’)la(s)#O A b(s)#O A c(s)+a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)b(s’) 
A (a(s’)<a(s) v b(s’)<b(s))}. 
That is, the loop body must preserve the invariance of c(s) + a(s) b(s) while decrement- 
ing either a(s) or b(s) (or both). We seek a decomposition of the form Bd B1 Bz. For 
B, we choose 
B2={(s,s’)Ia(s’)=a(s) A b(s’)=b(s)-1 A c(s’)=c(s)}. 
That is, we have decided to decrease b by 1 and to preserve the value of the other 
components of the state. Since B2 is surjective and deterministic, we know, by 
Corollary 3.5, Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 4.9, that B, =BL?, is a solution to 
B = B1 Bz , and that it is the least defined of all possible solutions. We now compute the 
resulting value of B, : 
B1 = BE, 
={(s,s’)Ia(s)#Or\ b(s)#O A c(s)+a(s)b(s)=c(s’)+a(s’)(b(s’)-1) 
A (a(s’)<a(s) v (b(s’)-l)<b(s))}. 
The program 
c:=c+a 
is correct with respect to Br, since B1 is less defined than its function, which is 
def 
B; = [c:=c+a]={(s,s’)Ia(s’)=a(s) A b(s’)=b(s) A c(s’)=c(s)+a(s)}. 
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This means that the following program is correct with respect to W: 
whilea # 0 and h # 0 do begin c:=c+a; b:=b- 1 end. 
Instead of proving that B1 is less defined than B; , we could also look for a relation 
X such that XB; =B1 ; that is, we could try to decompose B1 as a sequence of 
relations. We would find that 
B,B;B;=B,, 
so that 
ti(B1,B;)=B1& 
=((S,S’)JU(S)#OA b(s)#O A c(s)+u(s)b(s)=c(d)+a(s’)b(s’) 
A (u(s’)<u(s) v b(s’)<b(s)+ I)}. 
Relation ti(B, , B;) has the same domain as relation B 1 ; moreover, it is easy to check 
that ti(B1, B; )<I. Hence, according to the comments following Corollary 7.3, the 
decomposition is completed. 
9. Conclusion: summary and related work 
In this paper we have studied some algebraic properties of a relational operator, and 
have discussed its use in the systematic construction of programs. This operator, the 
conjugate kernel, proves to have a number of features that are quite relevant to program 
construction, most of which we have barely touched upon in this paper. Of particular 
interest to us is how this operator can be used to construct initialized while programs, 
and how it can be used to construct loop bodies by stepwise division; while the latter 
question is fairly well understood, the former still poses some difficulties, as we are not 
sure about the relationship between the solutions we have obtained so far [17,18,20] and 
the solution dictated naturally by the conjugate kernel. Among the extensions to this 
work, we are interested in investigating the impact that this operator has on a network of 
heuristics we are currently building [ 18, 201. We already know the self-kernel K(R, R) to 
appear in the definition of some solutions; we expect the conjugate kernel to appear in 
the definition of foI-p;h:l:t>r nnmAit;n-- .,, lra.,*“rL.L, CVl....L.“LIJ. This is currently under investigation. 
Several researchers have, in the past, studied similar operators, and/or have dis- 
cussed the resolution of variants of the weakest prespecification problem. Birkhoff C63 
studies the notion of residual. The I<ft residual of R over Q, defined as the largest 
relation X such that XQ c R, is found to be equal to i?o. The right residual of R over 
Q, defined as the largest relation X such that QX G R, is found to be equal to 
^_ 
Q R. J6nsson [ 151 further discusses the same notions, in connection with his study of 
nurieties ofrelation algebras. He denotes the left residual as R/Q and the right residual 
as Q\R; these notations are clearly indicative of the quotient-like properties of 
residuals. Backhouse et al. [l] use left and right residuals (according to the definition 
of Birkhoff), which they denote by R/Q and Q\ R (the same notation as Jbnsson), and 
refer to asfumrs. 
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Another type of quotient, the symmetric quotient, is introduced by Berghammer 
et al. [4, 51, and Schmidt and Strohlein [23]. The symmetric quotient of relations 
Q and R is defined by 
^_ 
w(Q,W=QRdW. 
For relations on a set S, we have the equivalent definition, 
syq(Q, R)={(s,s’)(s.o=s’.R^}. 
Symmetric quotients are used to provide relational characterizations of power sets 
and function domains. 
An extensive investigation of left residuals, under the name of weakest pre- 
specijcations, is presented by Hoare and He [12, 131. The weakest prespecification of 
Q with respect to R is denoted by Q\R and is found to be precisely RQ^. Weakest 
prespecifications are used to define the semantics of a small language with recursion, 
sharing the properties of Dijkstra’s guarded command language. Programs in this 
language and their implementable specifications are total relations. This is made 
possible by the addition of a fictitious state at infinity to the state space. The operator 
that we have presented in this paper has a purpose similar to that of Hoare’s weakest 
prespecification operator, and can further be considered as a variation of it, since it 
deals with partial (as well as total) relations. The additional factor in our formula (LQ) 
caters to the possibility of having partial relations.’ A nonnegligible consequence of 
this distinction is that Hoare and He seek the largest (with respect to inclusion) 
relation that satisfies the equation XQ E R, whereas we seek the least defined relation 
that satisfies RdXQ.’ The laws obeyed by the weakest prespecification operator of 
Hoare and He and the conjugate kernel sometimes differ markedly when these 
operators are applied to partial relations. As an example, we note that when relations 
P and Q are domain-disjoint (i.e. PLnQL=@), we find that (PuQ)\R=(P\R)n 
(Q\R), whereas ti(R, PuQ)=ti(R, P) urc(R, Q). Another difference, although per- 
haps minor, from the work of Hoare and He is that our conjugate kernel operator is 
defined for its own sake; then its usefulness for (our version of) the weakest prespecili- 
cation problem, as well as a set of other problems, is discussed. By contrast, Hoare and 
He define their operator to be precisely the solution of (their version of) the weakest 
prespecification problem. 
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